
Rebel Performance Machines
High performance kit and factory built sports cars

Home of the Tr1ke, Triabusa, Exotech and Exobusa kit sports cars.

Having recently announced its purchase of the worldwide design and manufacturing rights from 
Exo sports cars, Rebel Performance Machines, based near Littleport in Cambridgeshire in the UK, 
is the new owner and manufacturer of a unique range of sports kit cars - the exoskeletal Yamaha 
R1 powered TR1ke and the Suzuki Hayabusa powered Triabusa sports cars. 

The company's fully customisable range encompasses the following models:

TR1ke
If you’re seeking motorbike performance with the safety of car-like handling then look no further 
than the tR1ke. Simply buy a kit and add the engine and rear wheel from a Yamaha R1. It’s fast, 
fun and enjoys extraordinary levels of grip due to the low centre of gravity.

Triabusa
The Hayabusa was the world’s fastest production motorcycle and its sensational powerplant can 
now be built into our stunning Triabusa chassis. It’s as easy as purchasing a kit and adding the 
engine and rear wheel from a Suzuki Hayabusa motorbike, sharing the handling and grip pedigree 
of the Tr1ke.

Exobusa
So this is what you get if you take the Triabusa and give it 4 wheels. The 1300/1360cc Suzuki 
Hayabusa engine delivers 185bh standard and 300bhp plus if you are brave. The fully triangulated 
steel space frame with optional MSA spec roll bar gets the power down onto the track.

Exotech
For those contemplating an engine option in the Exobusa, the ideal powerplant is the 16 valve twin 
cam 1.8/2.0 Ford Focus engine, producing the Exotech. Married to a lightweight IB5 gearbox the 
Exotech represents lightness and performance with a solidly dependable engine.

All of the Rebel Performance Machines vehicles are designed from the ground up to deliver 
performance, thrills and fun. They are available in ready built form or as self assembly kits for the 
enthusiast, giving owners the ability to customise the car to their specific desires, resulting in a truly 
bespoke vehicle.

Always striving towards perfection, Rebel Performance Machines is currently improving and 
refining aspects of the vehicles and adding to the range of parts options. The latest development is 
bespoke lightweight and high performance brake callipers for all of its cars.



From its recently opened workshop and showroom located near Littleport in Cambridgeshire, 
Rebel Performance Machines carries out factory builds and dispatches kits and parts for all of its 
vehicles.  For those who wish to browse and purchase remotely, the company website will soon 
have an online store where customers will be able to buy the kits, parts and merchandise 24/7.

_______________________________________________________________

About Rebel Performance Machines

Rebel Performance Machines, based in Cambridgeshire in the United Kingdom, provides 
customisable, high-quality build kits coupled with detailed build manuals to ensure an enjoyable 
process for both beginner and more experienced kit builders. 

With the company’s design, engineering and manufacturing background, we are with you on your 
journey from initial purchase, through the build process to having fun in the finished cars. 

https://rebel-pm.co.uk

https://www.facebook.com/Rebel-Performance-Machines-357730741605148/
https://twitter.com/MachinesRebel
https://www.instagram.com/rebel_performance_machines/
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